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Abstract

The dissociated agonists of the glucocorticoid receptor are a novel class of agents in clinical development for rheumatoid
arthritis.PF-04171327 (fosdagrocorat) is a phosphate ester prodrug of PF-00251802 (dagrocorat), a selective high-affinity
partial agonist of the glucocorticoid receptor, which is further metabolized to PF-04015475. This study evaluated the
cytochrome P450 (CYP)–mediated drug–drug interaction (DDI) potential of PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 in vitro
and used model-based prediction approaches to estimate clinical impact. PF-00251802 is a reversible inhibitor of several
CYPs, but modeling has suggested no clinically relevant interaction. PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 are time-dependent
inhibitors and inducers of CYP3A in vitro; PF-00251802 is also a time-dependent inhibitor of CYP2D6. Model-based
prediction suggested the potential for weak inhibition of CYP3A in vivo. A clinical DDI study was conducted with mida-
zolam, a sensitive CYP3A substrate. A phase 1 open-label, multiple-dose study evaluated the effect of PF-04171327 on
midazolam pharmacokinetics and safety in 12 healthy volunteers. Administration of midazolam alone or concomitantly
with PF-04171327 resulted in equivalent pharmacokinetic profiles (AUCinf, 21.17 vs 20.28 ng·h/mL, respectively), indi-
cating that PF-04171327 had no net effect on CYP3A activity in vivo. These findings support the further development of
PF-00251802 and PF-04171327 as potential treatments for patients with rheumatoid arthritis (NCT00987038).
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Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory
disease characterized by the presence of swollen and
tender joints. An established treatment regimen for
RA typically includes the use of glucocorticoids such
as prednisone with or without disease-modifying
antirheumatic drugs to alleviate inflammation, reduce
disease signs and symptoms, and limit structural
progression.1–3 However, the use of glucocorticoids
in RA is associated with clinically significant ad-
verse effects, including weight gain, diabetes, and
hypertension.3 Consequently, new treatments that
have efficacy similar to glucocorticoids but improved
tolerability are being developed. One novel class of
agents that is currently in clinical development for
RA is the dissociated agonists of the glucocorticoid
receptor (DAGRs). PF-04171327 (fosdagrocorat) is a
phosphate ester prodrug of PF-00251802 (dagrocorat),
a selective high-affinity partial agonist of the gluco-

corticoid receptor (Figure 1). Previous preclinical,
phase 1, and phase 2 studies have demonstrated the
anti-inflammatory effects of PF-04171327.4–10
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Figure 1. Structures of PF-04171327 (fosdagrocorat), PF-
00251802 (dagrocorat), and PF-04015475.

After oral administration, PF-04171327 is converted
to PF-00251802, presumably by gut phosphatases;
PF-00251802 is the principal circulating molecule. PF-
04171327 was not detected in systemic circulation
(lower limit of quantification, 0.5 ng/mL) in single or
multiple ascending-dose phase 1 studies (Pfizer, un-
published data). In preclinical metabolism and excre-
tion studies, PF-00251802 was found to be cleared
primarily by metabolism, and the results of in vitro
studies using liver microsomes and hepatocytes from
preclinical species and from humans indicated that PF-
00251802 undergoes both oxidative and conjugative
metabolism (Pfizer, unpublished data). With respect to
oxidative metabolism, PF-00251802 is metabolized by
cytochrome P450 (CYP)3A to an N-oxide metabolite,
PF-04015475, which is also present in the circulation of
humans.11

PF-04015475 has similar in vitro pharmacologic ac-
tivity to PF-00251802 and is therefore considered a
pharmacologically active metabolite.11

A major class of enzymes involved in drug
metabolism is the CYP family, with estimates sug-
gesting its involvement in the metabolism of up to
80% of prescribed drugs.12 Of the CYPs, CYP3A is
the major form expressed in hepatocytes and intestinal
enterocytes and is the primary form that mediates
first-pass metabolism of orally administered drugs.12

During drug development, regulatory authorities
recommend that any drug–drug interactions (DDIs)
between the drug under investigation and other agents
should be routinely assessed.13,14 The Food and Drug
Administration acknowledges the importance of CYPs
in drug metabolism and recommends stepwise, model-
based evaluations of metabolism-based interactions.
The evaluations should begin with in vitro assessments
of CYP enzymes to determine potential interactions
between the investigational drug and these enzymes
in terms of inhibition (reversible or time-dependent)
or induction (CYP1A2, CYP2B6, and CYP3A4).
The potential for any detected in vitro interactions
to translate into in vivo interactions can be assessed
in a stepwise fashion starting with basic models that
incorporate the potency of the in vitro interaction
and the expected plasma concentration of drug at
therapeutic doses. Depending on results obtained using
basic models, subsequent use of more mechanistic
models and/or physiologically based pharmacokinetic
modeling studies and/or in vivo assessment may be
recommended.13 Of note, the in vitro findings can
influence decisions on the timing of in vivo assessments
within clinical development plans. Therefore, it is
important that the in vitro assessments be based on
robust, validated methodologies.

Here, we present findings from in vitro investiga-
tions of the potential effects of PF-00251802 and PF-
04015475 on CYP enzymes, including reversible and
time-dependent inhibition and induction, along with
the use of model-based prediction approaches to assess
the potential for clinically relevant DDIs. Based on a
complex CYP3A DDI scenario, a phase 1 open-label,
multiple-dose study was conducted to evaluate the ef-
fect of the prodrug PF-04171327 on midazolam phar-
macokinetics (PK) in healthy volunteers.

Methods
In Vitro: Reversible Inhibition
The potential for PF-00251802 and its metabolite
PF-04015475 to reversibly inhibit human drug-
metabolizing enzymes in vitro was evaluated by
determining half maximal inhibitory concentration
(IC50) values. Pooled human liver microsomes were
incubated with standard marker activity substrates (at
concentrations near their determined Km values) and
PF-00251802 (0–30 μM) or PF-04015475 (0–100 μM)
in the presence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate (NADPH; 1.3 mM). Human liver micro-
some concentrations and times were chosen to respect
the linearity of the reaction for each probe substrate. At
the end of the incubation period, termination solvent
containing internal standard was added and the incu-
bation mixture filtered to remove microsomal protein.
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Samples were analyzed using high-performance liquid
chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-
MS/MS) and comparedwith positive control data using
isoform-selective inhibitors of each CYP enzyme.

In Vitro: Time-Dependent Inhibition
The potential for PF-00251802 and PF-04015475
to produce time-dependent inhibition of CYPs in
vitro was determined using midazolam (PF-00251802
and PF-04015475) and dextromethorphan (PF-
00251802 only) as marker substrates for CYP3A and
CYP2D6, respectively. Pooled human liver microsomes
(0.3 mg/mL) were incubated with NADPH (1.3 mM)
and PF-00251802 (0.03–5 μM) for 1, 2, 4, 6, 13,
and 20 minutes (midazolam assay) or 1, 5, 10, 21,
30, and 41 minutes (dextromethorphan assay) or
PF-04015475 (0.3–30 μM) for 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40
minutes (midazolam assay). An aliquot of the primary
incubation mixture was then added to a secondary
reaction containing NADPH (1.3 mM) andmidazolam
(23 μM) or dextromethorphan (14.4 μM), resulting
in a 20-fold dilution from the primary incubation to
minimize reversible inhibition of each investigational
agent on CYP enzymes. Following a 6-minute (mida-
zolam assay) or 10-minute (dextromethorphan assay)
incubation, the reaction was terminated, and samples
were analyzed using HPLC-MS/MS for formation of
1′-hydroxymidazolam or dextrorphan. Data were ana-
lyzed using the procedure for time-dependent inhibition
of CYP enzymes described by Yates et al (2012).15

In Vitro: Induction of CYP3A and CYP1A2
The potential for PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 to
induce CYP3A and CYP1A2 activity in vitro was
evaluated in cultured, cryopreserved human hepato-
cytes (CellzDirect, Pittsboro, California). Cells were
incubated in collagen-coated 24-well plates with PF-
00251802 (0.5–100 μM) or PF-04015475 (0.5–60 μM),
rifampin (positive control for CYP3A; 25 and 10 μM
in PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 experiments, re-
spectively), omeprazole (positive control for CYP1A2;
50 μM), or a vehicle control for 72 hours. Follow-
ing a cell wash, testosterone (250 μM, PF-00251802
assay), midazolam (30 μM, PF-04015475 assay), or
ethoxyresorufin (2 μM) was added for various in-
cubation times. As a measure of CYP3A activity,
levels of the metabolites 6β-hydroxytestosterone and
1′-hydroxy-midazolam were determined using HPLC
with ultraviolet detection and LC-MS/MS, respectively.
As a measure of CYP1A2 activity, ethoxyresorufin O-
deethylation to resorufin was measured using fluorom-
etry.

Total messenger RNA (mRNA) was extracted
from hepatocytes using a mini RNeasy kit (Qia-
gen, Valencia, California), and CYP3A4 and CYP1A2

mRNA was quantified using a TaqMan 2-step reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction method (Ap-
plied Biosystems, Foster City, California), according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. A positive in vitro in-
duction result was defined as a �2-fold induction based
on enzymatic activity and a�4-fold induction based on
mRNA.16 The concentration at which 50% of a maxi-
mum induction effect occurred (EC50) and maximum
fold induction observed in vitro (Emax) were estimated
based on the observed drug concentration-versus-fold-
induction curves.

Net Effect (Mechanistic Static) Model for CYP Inhi-
bition and Induction
To predict the impact of reversible inhibition, time-
dependent inhibition, and induction on enzyme
activity in vivo, variations of the net effect (mechanistic
static) model were used.17–19 As a first approach, each
interaction component was evaluated separately, that
is, reversible inhibition, time-dependent inhibition,
and induction were evaluated using equations 1–3,
respectively. The net effect of the 3 processes was then
evaluated using equation 4. The net effect of equation
4 was modified from the original net effect, in that the
fraction unbound in the gut was assumed to be the same
as in plasma, and the hepatic CYP3A half-life was as-
sumed to be 23 hours rather than 36 hours. These mod-
ifications have been shown to improve DDI predictions,
particularly for highly protein bound compounds.20,21

Note that fraction unbound in microsomes and
hepatocytes was not applied to these equations for the
following reasons. Fraction unbound in microsomes
was assessed for PF-00251802 (approximately 0.22 at
0.76 mg/mL microsomal protein [data on file]). PF-
04015475 was not measured, but would be expected
to have higher microsomal fraction unbound than PF-
00251802. The contribution of microsomal unbound
fraction, at the low microsomal protein concentrations
used in the various assays, would not significantly
change the overall results from the in vitro studies
(within the variability of the assays). Because incorpo-
ration of fraction unboundmicrosomes is not generally
applied to the basic prediction models and given the
minor impact it would have in the case of PF-00251802
and PF-04015475, it was not included. The incorpora-
tion of unbound fraction in hepatocytes into the DDI
prediction, although scientifically justified, has not
been fully verified in our laboratory. Work on the best
practices for measuring unbound fraction in hepato-
cytes and induction media, and incorporation of these
values into the DDI prediction equations, is ongoing.

Equation 1 — reversible inhibition

R1 = 1 + [I ]
I C50/2
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Equation 2 — time-dependent inhibition

R2 = (
kobs + kdeg

)
/kdeg

Equation 3 — induction

R3 = 1/ (1 + (Emax × [I ]) / (EC50 + [I ]))

Equation 4 — modified net effect

R4 = ((R1 × R2 × R3) hepatic × f m,CYP3A)

+ (1 − f m,CYP3A4)

× ((R1 × R2 × R3) intestine × Fg) + (1 − Fg)

In these models, R indicates the ratio of area un-
der the plasma concentration–time curve (AUC) for a
sensitive CYP substrate in the presence/absence of the
interacting drug. Inhibitor concentration (I) was esti-
mated using the unbound maximum observed plasma
concentration during the dosing interval (Cmax) con-
centration of the drug. The fraction unbound in hu-
man plasma (fu) for PF-00251802 is 0.007, and the fu
for PF-04015475 is 0.028. Following a 25-mg steady-
state administration of PF-04171327, the estimated to-
tal Cmax for PF-00251802 is approximately 300 ng/mL
(0.61 μM), and the unbound Cmax is approximately
2.1 ng/mL (4.2 nM) — Miyoshi et al,11 Weatherley et
al,22 and unpublished data. Following a 25-mg steady-
state administration of PF-04171327, the estimated to-
tal Cmax for PF-04015475 is approximately 100 ng/mL
(0.20 μM), and the unbound Cmax is approximately
2.8 ng/mL (5.4 nM).11 For equation 1, the reversible
inhibition experiments were run at a substrate concen-
tration near the Km, and IC50/2 was therefore used
as a surrogate for KI.23 The observed rate (kobs) was
defined as maximal inactivation rate (kinact) × [I]/(KI

+[I]), where KI is the apparent inactivation constant
at half-maximal rate of inactivation, and kdeg is the
approximate degradation rate constant for CYP3A as-
suming a hepatic half-life of 23 hours (0.0005 min-1).
The hepatic kdeg value for CYP2D6 was 0.0002 min-1.24

The term fm,CYP3A represents the fraction of the sub-
strate drug that is metabolized by CYP3A. Fg repre-
sents the fraction of substrate drug that passes through
the intestine. For predictions using midazolam as the
substrate drug, the fm,CYP3A used was 0.9, and Fg was
0.51. For predictions using desipramine as the substrate
drug, the fm,CYP2D6 used was 0.9, and Fg was 1.00.

Phase 1 Study in Healthy Volunteers
The study protocol and informed consent documenta-
tion were approved by the institutional review board
at the investigational center (New Haven Clinical Re-
search Unit, New Haven, Connecticut). The study was

conducted in accordance with applicable legal and reg-
ulatory requirements, as well as the general princi-
ples set forth in the International Ethical Guidelines
for Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects,
International Council for Harmonization Guidelines
for Good Clinical Practice, and the Declaration of
Helsinki. All subjects provided written informed con-
sent prior to entering the study.
Study Design. This phase 1 open-label, single-fixed-

sequence, multiple-dose study in healthy volunteers
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT00987038) was conducted be-
tween September and December 2009 to evaluate the
effect of PF-04171327 on midazolam PK. Healthy vol-
unteers were required to be aged 18–55 years, with a
body mass index (BMI) of 17.5 to 30.5 kg/m2, a total
body weight of >50 kg, and an absence of clinically
relevant abnormalities following a detailed medical
history, full physical examination, 12-lead electrocar-
diogram (ECG), and safety laboratory tests. Cortisol
levels were required to be within the normal labora-
tory reference range. Key exclusion criteria included
history of intolerance or significant adverse event (AE)
with glucocorticoid therapy; history of intolerance to
midazolam or other benzodiazepines; evidence or his-
tory of clinically significant hematological, renal, en-
docrine, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, cardiovascular, or
hepatic disease; presence of any condition affecting
drug absorption; and current treatment for or a history
of previously untreated infection with Mycobacterium
tuberculosis.
Treatment. All treatment was administered at ap-

proximately 8:00 AM (±30 minutes) each day. On day
1, following a 10-hour fast, subjects received a sin-
gle oral dose of midazolam 2 mg as a syrup formula-
tion. On days 2–16, patients received a once-daily oral
dose of PF-04171327 25 mg, which was supplied as
5- or 10-mg immediate-release tablets and was admin-
istered �2 hours before a meal or �4 hours following
the last meal. On day 15, subjects received 25 mg of
PF-04171327 first, followed immediately by midazolam
2 mg.

Prescription or nonprescription drugs, vitamins, or
dietary supplements, and use of CYP3A inhibitors, in-
ducers, or substrates were not permitted within 28 days
or 5 half-lives (whichever was longer) prior to the first
dose of study medication. Corticosteroid use of pred-
nisone 20 mg or higher equivalent per day was not per-
mitted for �3 weeks in the 55 weeks prior to dosing.
Study Objectives. The primary objective of the phase

1 study was to evaluate the effect of multiple doses of
PF-04171327 on the PKof a single oral dose of midazo-
lam. The primary end point of the study was AUC from
time 0 extrapolated to infinity (AUCinf ); secondary PK
end points included Cmax, time to obtain Cmax (Tmax),
AUC from time 0 to the time of last quantifiable
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concentration (AUClast), time of last quantifiable con-
centration (Tlast), and terminal elimination half-life
(t1/2).

A secondary objective was to evaluate the safety and
tolerability of a single oral dose of midazolam when
coadministered with PF-04171327.
Assessments. Blood samples for analysis of plasma

midazolam concentrations were collected at 0 hours
(predose) and 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 24 hours
after dosing on days 0 and 15. On day 15, blood samples
were also obtained 36 and 48 hours after dosing.

Blood samples for analysis of plasma PF-00251802
concentrations were collected at 0 hours (predose) on
days 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 13, 15, and 16 of PF-04171327 dosing.
On day 17, a blood sample was obtained 24 hours after
day 16 PF-04171327 dosing.

AEs and serious AEs (SAEs) were reported through-
out the study. Blood and urine specimens for laboratory
evaluations were collected at the screening visit and on
days 0 and 17. Vital signs, 12-lead ECGs, and physi-
cal examinations were performed at prespecified times
throughout the study.
Analytical Methods. Human plasma samples were

analyzed for midazolam concentrations at Covance
Bioanalytical Services (Shanghai, China) using a
validated high-performance liquid chromatography–
tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS) method.
Plasma sample aliquots were fortified with the in-
ternal standard (alpha-hydroxytriazolam); midazolam
and the internal standard were extracted from plasma
by automated liquid–liquid extraction. After evapo-
ration, under nitrogen, the residue was reconstituted
and analyzed by HPLC-MS/MS. The HPLC system
consisted of a Merck Chromolith SpeedROD RP-18e
50 × 4.6 mm column with a prefilter (Upchurch, 0.5
μm), with mobile phases of 0.15% trifluoroacetic acid
in 20 mM ammonium formate (A) and methanol (B).
The mass spectrometer was a Sciex API 4000, and sam-
ples were analyzed using positive ion electrospray in
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode. The m/z
transition was 326.0/291.0 and 359.0/176.0 for mida-
zolam and alpha-hydroxytriazolam, respectively. Cali-
bration standard responses were linear over the range
of 0.05 to 50 ng/mL, using a 1/concentration2 linear
least-squares regression. The between-assay accuracy,
expressed as the ratio (%) of the estimated to theoretical
quality control (QC) concentrations, ranged from -2.4%
to 2.8% for the low, medium, high, and diluted QC sam-
ples. Assay precision, expressed as between-day percent
coefficient of variation (CV) of the estimated concen-
trations of QC samples was <7.5%.

Human plasma samples were analyzed for PF-
00251802 concentrations at PPD Development (Rich-
mond, Virginia) using a validated HPLC-MS/MS
method. Plasma sample aliquots were fortified with

internal standard (PF-04628901, a deuterated form
of PF-00251802). PF-00251802 and the internal stan-
dard were isolated through protein precipitation with
acetonitrile. The HPLC system consisted of a guard
column (SecurityGuard C8, 3 × 4 mm, 3 μm; Phe-
nomenex) and analytical column (Pursuit XRs C18,
2 × 100 mm, 3 μm; Varian), with mobile phases 50:50
methanol/3.0 mM ammonium acetate in 0.1% formic
acid (A) and methanol (B). The mass spectrometer was
a Sciex API 4000; samples were analyzed using posi-
tive ion electrospray in the MRM mode. The m/z tran-
sition was 495/404 and 499/408 for PF-00251802 and
PF-04628901, respectively. Calibration standard re-
sponses were linear over the range of 0.1 to 100 ng/mL,
using a 1/concentration2 linear least-squares regres-
sion. The between-assay accuracy, expressed as the ra-
tio (%) of the estimated to theoretical QC concentra-
tions, ranged from 9.82% to 14.1% for the low, medium,
and high QC samples. Assay precision, expressed as
between-day CV% of the estimated concentrations of
QC samples, was �2.65%.
Analysis. The PK population consisted of all en-

rolled subjects who were randomized and treated and
had �1 PK parameter of interest in �1 PK assessment
period following dosing on days 1 and 15.

The PK parameters Cmax, AUCinf , and AUClast were
generated via noncompartmental analysis. Natural log-
transformed Cmax, AUCinf , and AUClast of midazolam
were analyzed using a mixed-effects model with treat-
ment as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect. Es-
timates of the adjustedmean differences (test/reference)
and corresponding 90% confidence intervals (CIs) were
obtained from the model and were used to obtain
estimates of the ratio of adjusted geometric means
(test/reference) and 90%CIs for the ratios. Midazo-
lam alone was the reference treatment, and midazolam
coadministered with PF-04171327 was the test treat-
ment. Descriptive statistics are presented for all PK
data.

All subjects who received at least 1 dose of study
treatment were included in the safety analysis set. No
formal analyses were planned for safety data.

Results
In Vitro Reversible CYP Inhibition
PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) and its primary metabolite
PF-04015475 were examined for potential inhibitory ef-
fects on a panel of drug-metabolizing enzymes in hu-
man liver microsomes. A summary of IC50 values for
PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 against several marker
substrates is presented in Table 1. PF-00251802 demon-
strated little or no inhibition of CYP1A2, CYP2B6,
and CYP2C19 (IC50 > 30 μM). PF-00251802 demon-
strated reversible inhibition of CYP2C8, CYP2C9,
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Table 1. Reversible Inhibition of CYP3A Activities in Human Liver Microsomes

PF-00251802a PF-04015475b

Enzyme Mean IC50 (μM)c

Felodipine/nifedipine oxidationd CYP3A 1.3 >100
Midazolam 1′-hydroxylation CYP3A 4.6 >100
Testosterone 6β-hydroxylation CYP3A 1.0 58
Phenacetin O-deethylase CYP1A2 >30 >100
Bupropion hydroxylase CYP2B6 >30 49
Amodiaquine N-deethylase/paclitaxel 6α-hydroxylasee CYP2C8 0.48 12
Diclofenac 4′-hydroxylase CYP2C9 1.8 21
S-mephenytoin 4′-hydroxylase CYP2C19 >30 44
Dextromethorphan O-demethylase CYP2D6 0.57 39

CYP, cytochrome P450; IC50, half maximal inhibitory concentration.
aPF-00251802 (dagrocorat) was tested at concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 30 μM.
bPF-04015475 was tested at a later date than PF-00251802,and some practices had changed (standard test concentrations and some marker substrates;
see footnotes d and e). PF-04015475 was tested at concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 100 μM.
cAverage data (ie, percent of control activity) obtained from duplicate samples for each test article concentration were used to calculate IC50 values.
dFelodipine was used in the PF-00251802 study; nifedipine was used in the PF-04015475 study.
eAmodiaquine was used as a CYP2C8 marker substrate in the PF-00251802 study; paclitaxel was used as a CYP2C8 marker substrate in the PF-
04015475 study.
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Figure 2. Reversible inhibition of CYP3A activity in pooled hu-
man liver microsomes by PF-00251802 (dagrocorat), using mida-
zolam as a probe substrate.

CYP2D6, and CYP3A, with IC50 values ranging from
0.48 to 4.6 μM. A representative IC50 curve for PF-
00251802 inhibition of CYP3A activity using midazo-
lam as a marker substrate is shown in Figure 2. PF-
04015475 demonstrated little or no reversible inhibition
of the CYPs tested, with IC50 values ranging from 12 to
>100 μM.

In Vitro Time-Dependent Inhibition
The potential for PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) and PF-
04015475 to produce time-dependent inhibition of
CYPs was first evaluated in IC50 shift assays (data
not shown). Results of the IC50 shift assays suggested
that PF-00251802 may be a time-dependent inhibitor
of CYP2D6, and both PF-00251802 and PF-04015475

may be time-dependent inhibitors of CYP3A. As a re-
sult, time-dependent inhibition of the CYP isoforms
was further evaluated, as shown in Table 2.

Using midazolam as a marker substrate, PF-
00251802 was shown to be a time-dependent in-
hibitor of CYP3A at concentrations � 0.08 μM, and
PF-04015475 was a time-dependent inhibitor at all
concentrations tested (Figure 3). A full concentration–
response profile was not achievable because of sol-
ubility limitations; therefore, the KI and kinact could
not be estimated directly from the curve fitting (data
not shown). Under these circumstances, the slope of
the kobs-versus-concentration curve can be used to cal-
culate the kinact/KI ratio. Using this approach, the
kinact/KI ratios were 72 and 6.8 mL/(min·μmol) for PF-
00251802 and PF-04015475, respectively. Furthermore,
the kinact values were estimated based on the highest kobs
achieved in the experiment: approximately 0.22 min-1

for PF-00251802 and 0.027min-1 for PF-04015475. The
KI values were then estimated by dividing the estimated
kinact value by the kinact/KI ratio, which gave estimated
KI values of 3.0 and 4.0 μM for PF-00251802 and PF-
04015475, respectively (Table 2).

Using dextromethorphan as a probe substrate, PF-
00251802 was shown to be a time-dependent inhibitor
of CYP2D6 at concentrations � 0.6 μM. The kinact/KI

ratio was 22 mL/(min·μmol), and the estimated kinact
and KI values were 0.013 min-1 and 0.57 μM, respec-
tively (Table 2).

In Vitro: Induction Data
The potential for PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) and
PF-04015475 to induce CYP3A4 and CYP1A2 was
evaluated using cultures of cryopreserved human
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Table 2. Time-Dependent CYP Inhibition Data

Compound Enzyme (Substrate) KI (μM) kinact (min-1)
kinact/KI

(mL/min·μmol)
Predicted AUC

Ratio (R2)

PF-00251802
(dagrocorat)a

CYP3A4/5
(midazolam)

3.0 0.22 72 1.6

PF-00251802
(dagrocorat)

CYP2D6 (dex-
tromethorphan)

0.57 0.013 22 1.5

PF-04015475a CYP3A4/5
(midazolam)

4.0 0.027 6.8 1.1

AUC, area under the plasma concentration–time curve;CYP, cytochrome P450; I, inhibitor concentration; KI, apparent inactivation rate; kinact, maximal
inactivation rate; kobs, observed rate.
aSaturation of inhibition was not achieved because of solubility limitations. As such, the slope of the linear portion of the kobs versus [I] curve was
reported as a composite slope value (kinact/KI). The kinact was then estimated from the maximum kobs from the kobs versus [I] curve, and KI was
calculated from KI = maximum kobs/composite slope (kinact/KI). Predicted AUC ratio (R2) represents the ratio of AUC for a sensitive CYP substrate
in the presence/absence of the interacting drug, as described in the Methods section.
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Figure 3. Time-dependent inhibition of CYP3A activity in pooled human liver microsomes by (A) PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) and
(B) PF-04015475, using midazolam as a probe substrate.

hepatocytes (Table 3). No induction of CYP1A2
enzyme activity was observed (data not shown). In-
duction of CYP3A4 mRNA was observed for both
PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 for all lots tested. In-
duction of CYP3A4 enzyme activity was not observed,
which may potentially be because of concomitant
time-dependent inhibition.

EC50 and Emax values were estimated from CYP3A4
mRNA concentration–response curves (Table 3). For
PF-00251802, complete concentration–response curves
were not achieved because of cell viability limits at
higher test concentrations; therefore, Emax and EC50

values were estimated from the observed data, with-
out using curve fitting. The Emax was estimated based
on the highest fold induction observed, and the EC50

was estimated as the concentration producing half the
Emax. The Emax for PF-00251802 ranged from approx-
imately 4.7- to 40-fold and the EC50 value from 3.0 to
5.0 μM. Emax and EC50 values for PF-04015475 were

based on curve-fitting the dose–response curves. The
Emax for PF-04015475 ranged from 34- to 140-fold and
the EC50 value from 20 to 29 μM (Table 3). Relative to
the response with the positive control rifampicin, these
maximal fold induction values ranged from 21% to 54%
of the rifampicin response in the same experiment.

Taken together, the results of in vitro interaction
studies indicated a complexCYP3ADDI scenario, with
potential for reversible inhibition, time-dependent inhi-
bition, and induction of CYP3AmRNA.Variousmod-
eling approaches were used to estimate the potential for
these in vitro results to translate to DDI in vivo, as de-
scribed below.

Model-Based Prediction of DDI
To understand whether the in vitro CYP inhibition and
induction results were likely to translate into clinically
relevant CYP interactions, various mathematical pre-
diction models were used. As a first approach, each
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Table 3. Induction of CYP3A mRNA in Human Hepatocytes

Compound Lota
Estimated EC50

(μM)
Estimated Emax

(Fold Induction)
Emax Relative to
Rifampinb (%)

R3: Predicted AUC
Ratio Due to
Inductionc

PF-00251802
(dagrocorat)

Lot 1, expt 1 3.0 13 21 0.98

Lot 1, expt 2 5.0 4.7 28 1.00
Lot 2, expt 1 3.0 40 53 0.95
Lot 2, expt 2 5.0 22 38 0.98

PF-04015475 Lot 1 25 140 53 0.97
Lot 2 20 34 42 0.99
Lot 3 29 54 46 0.99

AUC, area under the plasma concentration–time curve; CYP, cytochrome P450; EC50, concentration at which 50% of a maximum induction effect
occurs; Emax, maximum fold induction observed in vitro; mRNA,messenger RNA; R3, induction.
aLot refers to the different sources of hepatocytes.
bRifampin was used as a positive control at a final concentration of 25 μM in PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) experiments and 10 μM in PF-04015475
experiments.
cPredicted AUC ratio of midazolam in the presence of compound using the equation for R3 described in the Methods section
R 3 = 1/(1 + (E max × [I ])/(EC50 + [I ]))

interaction component (reversible inhibition, time-
dependent inhibition, and induction) was evaluated
separately using basic models, and then the net effect
of the 3 processes was evaluated, as described below.
In general, no interaction was anticipated if the AUC
ratio (R value) in the presence/absence of the interact-
ing drug was >0.8 and <1.25. Predicted interactions
were considered weak if the AUC ratio (R value) in the
presence/absence of the interacting drug was �1.25 but
<2.0, moderate if �2.0 but <5, and strong if �5.0.13

Note that unbound Cmax was used, rather than the
total Cmax, to reflect the inhibitor concentration. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance recom-
mends use of total Cmax as a conservative starting point
and then progressing to more mechanistic, physiologi-
cally based models that incorporate unbound Cmax. In
most investigations of DDI prediction, unbound Cmax

has been shown to produce better predictions, particu-
larly for highly protein-bound compounds.17 Therefore,
unbound Cmax was used as a starting point in the cur-
rent work, which required amore physiologically based,
risk-based approach, as recommended subsequent to
basic models in FDA guidance.

With respect to the reversible inhibition of CYPs, KI

values were estimated as IC50/2, and comparedwith free
plasma concentrations of PF-00251802 (dagrocorat)
and PF-04015475 at Cmax (approximately 4.2 nM for
PF-00251802 and 5.4 nM for PF-04015475, following
a 25-mg dose of PF-04171327); see Methods section,
equation 1. All R1 values for reversible inhibition were
<1.05 (not shown); hence, the potential for DDIs from
reversible inhibition is considered low for all CYPs.

With respect to time-dependent inhibition of CYPs,
KI, kinact, and unbound Cmax values were used to

estimate the impact on a sensitive substrate for CYP3A
or CYP2D6 using the equation for R2, as described
in the Methods section. PF-00251802 was predicted
to have a weak interaction with both CYP3A (R2 =
1.6) and CYP2D6 (R2 = 1.5) using the basic model.
PF-04015475 was predicted to not have a significant
inhibitory effect on CYP3A in vivo (R2 = 1.1); see
Table 2.

With respect to the CYP3A4 induction results,
the EC50 and Emax values were used along with the
unbound Cmax, as described in the Methods section,
equation 3. Based on this assessment, the CYP3A4 in-
duction observed in vitro would be expected to have
minimal impact in vivo, based on R3 values > 0.90 for
all experiments (Table 3).

Next, the net effect of reversible inhibition, time-
dependent inhibition, and induction was considered, as
described in theMethods section, equation 4.Using this
model, the overall change in AUC of midazolam (a sen-
sitive CYP3A substrate) following a 25-mg dose of PF-
04171327 was predicted to be an approximately 1.8-fold
increase, and the overall change in AUC of desipramine
was predicted to be approximately 1.5-fold. These pre-
diction results are driven by the weak time-dependent
inhibition by PF-00251802.

Taken together, the results of the model-based
DDI prediction suggested the potential for interac-
tion with CYP3A substrates because of inhibition
primarily driven by PF-00251802. Although the
predicted interaction was considered weak inhibi-
tion, the complex DDI scenario led to a decision
to conduct a clinical DDI study with the sensitive
CYP3A substrate, midazolam, prior to initiating phase
2 studies.
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Figure 4. Mean plasma PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) trough con-
centration over time in patients enrolled in the phase 1 study.
Arrows indicate midazolam dosing.
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Phase 1 Study in Healthy Volunteers
Twelve healthy volunteers were enrolled and assigned
to study treatment. All subjects were male, with a mean
(range) range of 41.6 years (23–55 years). Mean (range)
BMI and weight were 25.5 kg/m2 (23.0–28.8 kg/m2)
and 81.5 kg (62.0–98.0 kg), respectively. Six subjects
(50%) were white, 4 (33%) were black, and 2 (17%) were
Asian/other. All subjects completed the study and were
included in the PK and safety analyses.
PK Analyses. The mean trough concentration–time

of PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) is shown in Figure 4. The
mean plasma midazolam concentration–time profiles
for midazolam alone (reference treatment) and in com-
bination with PF-04171327 (test treatment) are shown
in Figure 5. The rate of midazolam absorption was
consistent between administration of midazolam with
and without PF-04171327. Table 4 presents a summary
of PK parameters for midazolam when administered
alone and in combination with PF-04171327. Median
Tmax was approximately 0.50 hours postdose for each
treatment. Coadministration of midazolam with PF-
04171327 resulted in a 4.20% decrease in AUCinf and a
10.34% decrease in Cmax versus midazolam alone. The
test/reference ratios of the adjusted geometric means

(90%CIs) were 104.62% (88.61%–123.53%) for AUCinf ,
105.20% (90.53%–122.25%) for AUClast, and 92.48%
(82.75%–103.34%) for Cmax. All CIs were within es-
tablished equivalence limits of 80% and 125%. The
test/reference ratios of arithmetic means (Table 4) for
AUCinf , AUClast and Cmax were similar.
Safety. Seven subjects experienced �1 AE. Fol-

lowing treatment with PF-04171327 alone, treatment-
emergent AEs (TEAEs) considered related to treatment
were insomnia (2 subjects), constipation, dry mouth,
dry lips, nausea, paresthesia, feeling hot, feeling of
body temperature change, tremor, and blood cortisol
decreased (1 subject each). No TEAEs were reported
following treatment with midazolam only. Treatment-
related TEAEs reported following treatment with
midazolam in combination with PF-04171327 were
constipation, dry lips, and paresthesia (1 subject each).
All TEAEs were mild in severity.

No discontinuations or dose reductions from an AE,
SAEs, or deaths occurred. No clinically significant ab-
normalities in laboratory values, vital signs, or ECG
recordings were reported.

Discussion
The investigational DAGR compound PF-00251802
(dagrocorat) and its major metabolite PF-04015475
were initially evaluated in this study for potential in-
teractions with CYP enzymes in vitro, consistent with
the recommendations of regulatory authorities to elu-
cidate potential drug interactions during the drug de-
velopment process.13,14 Preliminary findings from in
vitro experiments in human liver microsomes demon-
strated that both PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 were
reversible inhibitors of multiple CYP enzymes in
vitro, including CYP3A, with PF-00251802 being a
more potent inhibitor of each CYP enzyme tested.
PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 both caused time-
dependent inhibition of CYP3A in human liver micro-
somes and induction of CYP3A4 mRNA in human
hepatocytes in vitro.

Consequently, modeling approaches were used to
predict the potential clinical impact of DDIs with PF-
00251802 and PF-04015475, with predicted interac-
tions considered weak if the AUC ratio (R value) in the
presence/absence of the interacting drug was �1.25 but
<2.0, moderate if �2.0 but <5, and strong if �5.0.13

Results of modeling suggested potential for weak in-
hibition of CYP3A and CYP2D6 in vivo, driven pri-
marily by time-dependent inhibition by PF-00251802.
Results of the modeling also suggested that interac-
tions from reversible inhibition of CYPs or induction
of CYP3A4 were unlikely. The predicted lack of effect
is a result of the low unbound drug concentrations of
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Table 4. Effect of PF-04171327 (Fosdagrocorat) on Pharmacokinetics of Midazolam, Mean (SD)

Parameters (Unit) Midazolam 2 mg (n = 12) Midazolam 2 mg + Fosdagrocorat 25 mg (n = 12)

AUCinf (ng·h/mL) 21.17 (12.1)a 20.28 (6.2)
AUClast (ng·h/mL) 20.53 (11.0) 19.84 (6.0)
Cmax (ng/mL) 8.03 (2.61) 7.20 (1.66)
Tmax

b (h) 0.50 (0.50–1.02) 0.50 (0.50–1.02)
t1/2 (h) 3.87 (1.97)a 3.34 (1.53)

AUC, area under the plasma concentration–time curve; AUCinf, AUC from time 0 extrapolated to infinity; AUClast, AUC from time 0 to the time of
last quantifiable concentration; Cmax,maximum observed plasma concentration during the dosing interval; Tmax, time to obtain Cmax; Tlast, time of last
quantifiable concentration; t1/2, terminal elimination half-life.
an = 11.
bMedian (range).

both PF-00251802 and PF-04015475 at clinically rele-
vant doses.

Although the predicted effect of PF-00251802/PF-
04015475 on CYP activity in vivo was relatively weak,
there was uncertainty associated with the prediction
approaches because of the complexity of the in vitro
interactions.More experience and confidence have been
gained with prediction approaches for compounds that
are either CYP inhibitors or inducers18 than for those
that have a combination of effects. In the current case,
there was a combination of time-dependent inhibi-
tion and induction for both parent and metabolite
molecules. The complexity in prediction led to the
decision to conduct a clinical DDI study using a
sensitive substrate for CYP3A.

The results of the clinical DDI study between
PF-04171327 and midazolam indicated a lack of ef-
fect of multiple-dose PF-04171327 on midazolam PK,
with 90%CIs for the ratios of geometric means for
AUCinf , AUClast, and Cmax within the accepted limits
for demonstration of equivalence. These findings sup-
port those from a previous phase 1 multiple-dose study
of PF-04171327 in healthy volunteers that suggested no
in vivo CYP3A interaction based on the lack of ob-
served autoinduction.4

The dose of PF-04171327 selected for this study
(25 mg once daily) represents the highest PF-04171327
dose currently planned for future clinical studies. The
duration of PF-04171327 dosing prior to concomitant
midazolam administration (14 days) was based on the
time to achieve apparent steady-state concentrations of
PF-00251802 in the multiple-dose study (12 days). In
addition, the 14-day dosing duration maximized the
potential time-dependent effects on the inhibition of
CYP3A4 in vivo. The single midazolam dose of 2 mg
provided sufficient exposure to characterize midazo-
lam PK in the absence of PF-00251802, while avoid-
ing saturation of first-pass extraction and minimizing
adverse effects of midazolam if inhibition of mida-
zolam clearance was observed in the presence of PF-
00251802.

The apparent absence of an effect on midazolam PK
by PF-04171327 suggests that although PF-00251802
interacts with CYP3A in vitro, this does not translate
to the in vivo setting. The reversible inhibition and in-
duction that were observed in vitro were not predicted
to translate to an in vivo effect based on modeling of
the unbound concentrations of the drug. However, the
time-dependent inhibition was predicted to translate to
weak inhibition in vivo. The overprediction of DDIs
because of time-dependent inhibition is not unusual,18

and an internal analysis of prediction accuracy for
time-dependent inhibition led to a decision to use
a less conservative estimate of [I] , that is, use of
unbound Cmax rather than total Cmax in prediction
models. In addition, a less conservative estimate of kdeg
was used. However, even with these less conservative
estimates, DDIs were still somewhat overpredicted.
Use of unbound average concentration (Cavg) would
have improved the prediction accuracy. However, this is
likely not the only factor influencing the overprediction
of the interaction.

The general approach to clinical DDI assessment is
to conduct a DDI study using a sensitive substrate for
the CYP enzyme predicted to be the most significantly
impacted by the test drug, based on in vitro data. If this
clinical DDI study shows no or little interaction, then
it is presumed that there will be no interaction with less
sensitive substrates or with substrates for CYP enzymes
that were less impacted in vitro. Based on the in vitro
studies with PF-00251802 and PF-04015475, the only
interaction that was predicted to translate to a clini-
cal interaction was the time-dependent inhibition with
CYP3A and CYP2D6. Because the CYP3A interaction
was predicted to be more significant than the CYP2D6
interaction, the clinical DDI study was run with mida-
zolam. It was then presumed that because no interac-
tion was observed with a sensitive CYP3A substrate,
then no interaction would be observed with a CYP2D6
substrate or with substrates for any of the other CYPs.

Coadministration of PF-04171327 and midazolam
at the doses given in this study demonstrated an
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acceptable safety profile. No SAEs or deaths were re-
ported, and all AEs were mild in severity. No clinically
significant changes were observed in any laboratory
parameters or vital signs. These safety and PK findings
are consistent with those from a multiple-dose study in
healthy volunteers.4

Approximately 30% of clinically used drugs are pre-
dominantly metabolized by the CYP3A enzymes,12 and
it is therefore important to rule out any drug interaction
with CYP3A substrates or inhibitors. The findings at
steady state presented here provide support for the de-
velopment of PF-04171327 as a treatment for RA. Re-
sults from a recent phase 2 randomized, double-blind
study of PF-04171327 (10 and 25 mg) in patients with
RAdemonstrated an acceptable safety profile and supe-
rior efficacy relative to placebo and comparable efficacy
relative to prednisone in improving signs and symptoms
of RA in week 8.25 Additional studies of the long-term
safety and efficacy of PF-04171327 in patients with RA
are awaited with interest.

Conclusion
In this study, PF-00251802 (dagrocorat) and PF-
04015475, reversible inhibitors of CYP enzymes,
caused time-dependent inhibition of CYP3A in human
liver microsomes and/or induction of CYP3A4 mRNA
in human hepatocytes in vitro. Results of model-based
predictions suggested no impact from reversible inhi-
bition or induction in vivo, but the potential for weak
time-dependent inhibition of CYP3A and CYP2D6 in
vivo.

Results of a phase 1 open-label, multiple-dose DDI
study conducted to evaluate the effect of PF-04171327
(fosdagrocorat) onmidazolam PK and safety in healthy
volunteers indicated a lack of interaction with CYP3A.
These findings supported the further clinical develop-
ment of PF-00251802 and its prodrug PF-04171327 as
potential treatments for patients with RA.
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